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Digital Canons and Catalogs of Fragmentary Literature
In the last decades scholars have shown the importance of the context for analysing fragments of lost authors
and works. The digital environment allows to expand this possibility and represent textual fragments as
annotations of single elements belonging to both the quoting and the quoted text. A part of this aspect is
constituted by the annotation of the language of bibliographic references within our extant sources.
This paper presents a DFG funded project that is producing a catalog based on the extraction, analysis, and
annotation of Greek references to fragmentary authors and works.
Combining methods of Digital Philology and Computational Linguistics, the project is producing a structured
collection of lemmatized and annotated named entities related to authors and works including fragmentary ones.
Given the lack of ancient Greek data for entities about bibliographic citations, the goal is to adopt methods of
Named Entity Recognition (NER) for extracting and annotating each occurrence of ancient Greek named
entities about authors and works (i.e., names of authors and titles or descriptions of works with variants and
ambiguities in the original contextual
language). Annotations are generated and
released according to standards of
Computational Linguistics and Linked
Ancient World Data in order to guarantee
data sustainability and portability.
The project is currently focused on
extracting annotations from the Deipnosophists
(ed. Kaibel) as part of the Digital Athenaeus
project (http://www.digitalathenaeus.org).
Annotations will be later expanded to the
Lexicon of the Ten Orators of Harpocration
and to the Suda lexicon. Annotations allow
to visualize these references in their original
context offering new and dynamic text-based
Named Entities Concordance (Digital Athenaeus)
Occurrences of the word forms of the author name Θεόποµπος
tools that are not available in existing indices
http://www.digitalathenaeus.org/tools/KaibelText/named_entities_concordance.php?what=Θεόποµπος|lemma
and catalogs. This work offers new results
about the language of ancient Greek
bibliographic citations by documenting them with an immediate, full, and complete contextual analysis of their
occurrences.
The paper will present a few examples focusing on the following topics:
• Lemmatization of entities related to a catalog of Greek authors and works;
• NE classes and subclasses for Greek fragmentary authors and works;
• Digital libraries metadata for catalogs and canons of fragmentary authors and works;
• Annotations and visualization within the context.
All these topics will be framed in the following open questions:
• How are Greek authors and works referred to in ancient sources? Recent bibliography focuses on fragments
and textual reuses in their context, but not on the linguistic expressions that introduce these fragments and
reuses (i.e., names of cited authors, titles, and descriptions of cited works).
• How can we produce a fully commented resource that also allows us to visualize ancient Greek bibliographic
citations in their context? The text of Athenaeus is particularly relevant to explore ancient citation practices
and also to analyse his method and the kind of resources he consulted to collect his citations. What can we
infer from these citations about the method of Athenaeus? Which resources did Athenaeus have at his
disposal? Modern bibliography has addressed these questions in separate publications with partial data related
to single literary genres and fragmentary authors. We miss a complete and commented collection of all the
expressions used by Athenaeus to refer to authors and works in the Deipnosophists.
• Can we adopt methods from Linguistics to extract the elements of this language and annotate them in a way
that fully represents the complexity of ancient Greek bibliographic references?

